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Driffield Show - The UK's Largest One Day Show

Driffield Show is slightly unusual in that a small proportion (5%) 

of the power required to meet the events demands is taken 

directly from a fixed supply located in the Showground plant 

room. This supply is used for event control and critical 

services. In addition to the fixed power 7 generators of various 

sizes from 60 to 250Kva are utilised along with over 1Km of 

three phase cabling, 8Km of single phase cabling to supply all 

manner of trade stands, caterers and exhibitors. 

Fire Alarm Installation

Intruder Alarm Installation

Ventilation Installation

Data / Structured Cabling

Energy Efficiency Scheme / Upgrade

NTL Electrical has been supplying power and lighting services 

for Driffield Agricultural Show since 2006 and over this time 

have seen the show grow dramatically. Every year the Society 

looks to improve the content and quality of the Show to ensure 

it retains the prestigious reputation that it has gained. The 

Show boasts Main Ring Entertainment, Countryside Pursuits 

Area, Horticulture Exhibits, Equestrian Trials, Forestry and 

Renewable energy demonstrations, whilst the Livestock 

Section continues to be the events crown jewel attracting an 

extremely high calibre of exhibits. Last year’s attendance 

exceeded 30000 people making the event the largest one day 

agricultural Show in the UK. 
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David Tite - Showground Secretary - Driffield Society

Mains Power Distribution

Small Power

Lighting Installation

Emergency Lighting Installation

Electrical Maintenance

Electrical Heating Installation
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About the project 

Project challenges 

“On every occasion that I have worked with NTL I have found their approach to be professional, helpful and accommodating. 
They are sensitive to the requirements of the Society and the traders throughout the build up and open day. They deal with any 
unexpected situations effectively and efficiently. They are extremely approachable and work well alongside the Driffield Show 
staff. 
  
I have no hesitation in recommending NTL Electrical Services Ltd” 

Services 


